
Mizubasho Pure 
Sparkling 

 Authentic sparkling sake with
secondary fermentation in the

bottle, combined with Japanese
sake production methods makes 
this a sake top chefs around the 

world love

Mizubasho 
Junmai-Daiginjo

The full & gentle flavour of
Yamada Nishiki is balanced
with the lovely Ginjo
fragrance and pleasant
acidity, making this a
full-bodied sake

Born Junmai 55 
Karakuchi

An easy drinking & 
enjoyable sake that 
pairs well with any 
style of food
 

Born Ginsen

Having won the prestigous

World Sake Champion

Award, his rich & mellow

flavoured Junmai-Daiginjo

sake is loved by many for

its delicious taste &

smooth finish



Ohmine Junmai-
Daiginjo 2 Grain

 A perfect match for 

delicate dishes with a 
mellow aroma

and sweetness like a 
delicious white peach

Born Dreams
Come True

With a rich, deep &
wonderful aroma 
and a smooth 
palate & dry 
aftertaste, makes 
this sake popular 
with celebrities

Shichiken Onakaya
Tobin Gakoi
Junmai-Daiginjo

Lovely aromas and 
sweetness with a
round, soft finish

Kotsuzumi Hitenraku

A super-premium sake 

carefully crafted with a dry 

palate with a fruity, elegant aroma

Mizubasho
Junmai-Daiginjo Premium

The harmony of water, rice and 
the techniques handed down over 
the years creates the ultimate 
Junmai Daiginjo, brewed to the 
highest specifications



Born Chogin

This aromatic Junmai
Daiginjo sake is brewed in
small batches and aged at
minus 8 degrees Celsius
for over 5 years – a true
masterpiece of Japanese
sake culture

Shichiken Expression
Sparkling 2020

 Boasting a stunning Keith 
Haring design, this sparkling 

drop is made from 
40-year-old daiginjo

sake resulting in an incredibly
wonderful sake experience

Shichiken Expression
Sparkling 2019

This sparkling sake proudly
presented with a famous Keith
Haring design is made
from 25-year-old daiginjo 
sake and undergoes the 
same secondary fermentation 
in the bottle as Champagne.
 

Shikaiou Extremity/
Kiwami

 Characterised by a
deep, smooth taste from a 

prestigious sake brewer
 


